WHIFFER SNIFFERS
I’m always on the look out for new toys for my daughters. Whether it’s just a toy for them for being good, for Christmas or even
for birthdays, I always try to see what there is out there that’s new. It’s fun to come across new toys, and I’ll admit, I s�ll love toys
too! I’ll sit and play with my girls if they want me to. It brings back old memories of playing with them when I was young as well. I
recently came across these toys that are calledWhiﬀer Sniﬀers. When I found out that they’re these stuﬀed toys that actually
smell, I knew I had to get them for my daughters.
Whiﬀer Sniﬀers has a line of products that actually have scents that smell
amazing! The line is of plush characters that actually smell. These are
produced in the U.S., and they say the scent lasts up to a year! That’s
amazing, isn’t it!? My daughters love the backpack clip plush characters
because they can bring those to school. Ever since we have go⥐�en them,
they have leþ them on their backpacks. They let their friends smell them
when they’re on the bus or at school. Everyone seems to love them too!
I love the backpack clips a lot and so do my girls. They each got three of
them to clip to their backpacks. They were so excited to receive this package
too. I told them what they were and they kept wan�ng to open them up
right away! I was just so happy just to see how happy my daughters were to
receive these. They’re deﬁnitely a hit with all the kids too!
The super sniﬀers are the bigger Whiﬀer Sniﬀers. These are all 11 inches in
height. They’re much bigger than the backpack clips. These bigger ones are
nice for kids to be able to play with as a stuﬀed toy. My girls have a lot of
fun playing with Maci Macaron, which is the one they received. It’s so
extremely soþ too! I’m talking really soþ. I wanted to keep this for myself
because I loved it that much! They even have the scratch and sniﬀ s�ckers!
These kinds of s�ckers were always my favorites while growing up. My girls now get to enjoy them as well. I know that the
schools oþen give out these types of s�ckers as well. These Whiﬀer Sniﬀer scratch and sniﬀ s�ckers sure are great! Now you can
put these s�ckers anywhere you’d like and you can smell the wonderful scents anywhere you’d like! Just scratch the s�cker and
then smell them.
These Whiﬀer Sniﬀer products are amazing! I don’t think I’ve ever seen my girls be so happy over a product. They have been
playing with these just about every day since they got them too. I know that their friends love them as well and are always
wan�ng to smell them too. I honestly think these would make a great giþ and make many kids happy. Some�mes giving someone
a giþ can really cheer them up, and I think this is a product that could cheer up just about any child. Easter is coming up soon, so
these could make great Easter basket giþs too!
h⥐�p://lifewithkathy.com/whiﬀer‐sniﬀers/

